HAZMAT PRODUCTS REQUIREMENTS
Lowe’s Hazmat Identification System
It is important that vendors understand and follow the legend below when completing the MSDS Data
Collection Sheet for Lowe’s Mexico.
The codes on the legend ensure:
• Lowe’s has MSDS on file for all items which require them.
• Lowe’s attains the proper documents for shipping, stocking or delivery of products in the market
• Correct waste handling and reporting for our stores and customers
Vendors know their own products better than anyone else and will be held responsible for all information
entered and any ramifications thereof. If you feel you need assistance completing this form please call
704-758-6005 or 704-758-6033 before entering any information.
Lowe’s Mexico will utilize the following legends:
VENDOR LEGEND
Code
Select the code that is accurate for your product
N
Item does not have an MSDS and is not regulated by Dept of Transportation CFR49.
1
Item has MSDS and is NOT regulated by Dept of Transportation CFR49.
2
3
4

Item has MSDS and is shipped as ORM-D WITHOUT LTD. or reportable qty. restrictions.
Item has MSDS and is shipped as ORM-D WITH LTD. or reportable qty. restrictions requires
special shipping papers to transport, etc.
Item has MSDS and is shipped according to the shipping requirements of Dept of
Transportation CFR49. Requires special shipping papers to transport, etc.

*The only exception is treated lumber. Since Lowe’s buys lumber regionally, one item can have hundreds
of UPC’s and MSDS’s from different vendors. Lowe’s has ACQ MSDS’s on file already and they apply to
all ACQ treated lumber. Therefore, be sure to list treated lumber as a Hazmat indicator of “N”. This
prevents pollution of our data due to the extremely large number of UPC’s and vendors.
Once completed these sheets should be returned to the Lowe’s Mexico Merchandising Support. Please
email COMPLETED forms to:
MexicoMerch@lowes.com

MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEETS
If your finished product requires a Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) per OSHA HAZARD
COMMUNICATION STANDARDS please submit the MSDS (for the finished product only) to:
Infotrac, Lowe's Mexico MSDS
200 N.Palmetto Street
Leesburg, Florida 34748
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*All MSDS’s should be in English and Spanish
Please do NOT send MSDS’s or list items as Hazmat if MSDS’s are used during manufacturing
only.

Vendor Responsibility
Vendors are expected to know all Federal, State and local laws that affect their products for sale. Items
should meet all applicable laws and codes for sale to the public (ie: VOC restrictions).
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